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Fund’s Investment Policy
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6 Month 1,89%

1 Week -0,07%

1 Month -0,38% Sharpe ratio

Standard Deviation 6,51%

Since inception -11,62%

1 Year -1,80%
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YTD 2,15%
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The objective of this Sub-fund is to achieve a
steady appreciation of the portfolio applying a
‘return to the mean’ strategy with predefined levels
of stop loss and take profit.

With reference to the flexible investment approach is not possible to designate a benchmark that properly represents the management policy. However, the
expected annualized volatility of the sub fund will be below 10%.

In March 8a+ Sicav Monviso Class I returned -0,38%. Markets reported

generally positive performance in all macro areas. The period was marked

by turmoil in the banking sector in the face of the failure of SVB in the US

and Credit Suisse in Europe. Despite the pressures on the global financial

system, Central Banks continued to raise rates. In the current global

environment, the best performers from a sectorial perspective were

Personal Goods sector, best in the period, and the Technology sector.

Worst contributors were the Real Estate and the Banking sectors. To date,

the fund has no open strategies, mainly due to the fund's small size. By

the end of the period, the Sub-Fund holds only positions in cash-

management instruments, namely ETFs.

The Sub-fund pursues an investment strategy aimed at identifying potential trend reversals on a selected range of asset classes (stock indices,
currency pairs, commodities and bond indices) by investing in financial instruments that better represent the underlying asset class. A mathematical
algorithm identifies “excess” pattern conditions in terms of oversold or overbought which may determine a “return to the mean”; the algorithm also
identifies entry levels on long or short positions on such asset classes, given a predefined level of profit-taking or stop-loss.
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Currency exposure

Strategy allocation

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

Macro Asset Allocation
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 info@ottoapiusicav.eu

, 49, avenue J.F. Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg

 www.ottoapiusicav.eu

8a+  Sicav S.A.

All rights reserved. The information provided herewith belong to 8a+ Sicav; it cannot be copied and is furnished for informative purposes only. This document do
not represent a form of solicitation of funds for the public nor investment advisory. The data refer to calculations based on historical data and past performance is
no guarantee of future performance. 8a+ Sicav does not assume any liability in case of incorrectly reported or incomplete information. The only documents to be
referred to when subscribing to the fund are the Offering Documents. For a better understanding of the investment policy, investors should consult the last
available fund’s financial statement and the Offering Documents, available on the website www.ottoapiusicav.eu.
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